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Virtual Site Visit Report via Zoom meeting  

Prepared by: Asha Seattle Project stewards- Seema Chaudhary and Amruta Deshpande  

Organization: Avehi Abacus 

Programs: “Sangati”, “Sath Sath”, “Manthan” 

Date: June 30th, 2021, 9:30 PM PST, 2-1/2 hrs. Meeting recording is uploaded on Asha Google Drive 

folder of Avehi Abacus.  

Objective: 

1. To interact with the students, teachers and Avehi Abacus team and understand the individual 

role and experiences. 

2. To understand the current status of activities and their field work in the COVID-19 pandemic 

year which resulting in lockdown and disruption of life in Mumbai City.  

Online Zoom Meeting attendees = 51 

Sr.  no Name  Name of BMC Schools Place 

  Principal and Teachers 

1 Mrs Asmita Borkar Ashokvan Marathi BMC  School Dahisar 

2 Jule Lemos Ashokvan Marathi  Dahisar 

3 Shaikh Nadeem Sir Mitha Nagar Urdu Goregaon 

4 Neelam Patel Dr. Radhakrishnan Marathi Goregaon 

5 Raibahadur Yadav Worli Naka Hindi Worali 

6 Kamini Netam Nadkarni Park, Wadala Wadala 

  Students 

7 Krishna Gupta From Community BKC Bandra East 

8 Sangam Ram   BKC Bandra East 

9 Riyaj Shaikh   BKC Bandra East 

10 Palak Sahani   BKC Bandra East 

11 Manasa Solanki   BKC Bandra East 

12 Pratiksha Kandekar Ashokvan Marathi  Dahisar 

13 Yash Salve Ashokvan Marathi  Dahisar 

14 Pranali Tarange Ashokvan Marathi  Kokanipada Vasti 

15 Roshani Kamble Ashokvan Marathi  Kokanipada Vasti 

16 Aarati Dhotre Ashokvan Marathi  Kokanipada Vasti 

17 Aakash Varasewad Ashokvan Marathi  Kokanipada Vasti 

18 Deepali Sontakke Ashokvan Marathi  Kokanipada Vasti 

19 Suhani Kalina Hindi Kalina 

20 Rajnandani Kalina Hindi Kalina 

21 Ajay Kalina Hindi Kalina 

22 Aniket Kalina Hindi Kalina 

23 Parth Kanade From Community Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 
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24 Janvhi Yadav   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

25 Parth Thosar   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

26 Riya Joshi   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

27 Riya Sharma   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

28 Ayub Khan   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

29 Janvhi Khan   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

30 Tejaswini Vidhate   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

31 Ayesha Khan   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

32 Sanjana Maitri   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

33 Devana Jadhav   Gaurishankar Chawl Vasti, Kurla 

  Avehi  Abacus Team 

34 Simantini Dhuru Director   

35 Chitra Patil Chief Project Coordinator   

36 Shraddha Mishal Field Coordinator A,B,C,D,E, F /N Wards 

37 Elvina D'souza Field Coordinator R/C , P/S Wards 

38 Mery Pareira Field Coordinator H/E, K /W Wards 

39 Dhanashree Walinjkar Field Coordinator R/N , P/N Wards 

40 Manisha jain Field Coordinator  G/N, F /S Wards 

41 Vaishali Niwate Field Coordinator M/E, M/W, Wards 

42 Suvarna Yewale Field Coordinator N, S,T Wards 

43 Dinesh Chavan Field Coordinator L Ward 

44 Madhavi Jadhav  School Representative  G/N, F /S Wards 

45 Rekha Sharma  School Representative H/E Ward 

46 Savita Mozar  School Representative H/E, K /W Wards 

47 Vanita Darade  School Representative R/N Ward 

48 Simon D'souza  School Representative N, S,T Wards 

  Asha Representative 

49 Seema Chaudhary Seattle   

50 Amruta Deshpande Seattle   

51 Madan  Seattle    

 

About Avehi Abacus Project (AAP): The organization aims at empowering children to develop a 

comprehensive view of the world, beginning with their immediate reality. To appreciate the possibilities 

and limitations of AAP, it is necessary to locate it in the context of current educational beliefs and 

practices. 

Without creating a parallel structure outside the school (Bombay Municipal School – BMC) system or 

trying to completely reject it, AAP adopts a syncretic approach, drawing on elements from varied 

progressive educational philosophies. They seek to establish a space within the school system, but 

outside the rigid syllabus where alternative curricular and pedagogical strategies can be explored. 

AAP has developed three integrated packages of educational materials for students and teachers in the 

formal as well as the non-formal streams of learning. These are “Sangati”, “Manthan”, and “Saath 
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Saath”. The programs supplement and enrich the prescribed school curriculum, encouraging learners 

and teachers to actively engage with the world of knowledge both inside and outside school. 

Simantini Dhuru, Director Avehi Abacus and Chitra Patil Chief Project Coordinator kicked off the meeting 

with an overview of Avehi outreach in the pandemic year.  

Pandemic disconnected students from the schools: 

The “Sangati” program of Avehi runs in BMC (Bombay Municipal Corporation) schools and as the 

pandemic hit Mumbai City, due to lockdown the students could not go to schools. This was a major 

impact on students’ lives as they got abruptly disconnected from their everyday education, their 

mentors, friends and teachers. At that time Avehi team quickly changed into new working, recognizing 

that the students need counseling. The team hit the first roadblock as the BMC schools did not have 

contact information of students. So, without wasting any time Avehi team started to collect contacts of 

students and teachers. They successfully collected contacts of over 15,000 students and started 

communicating with them, to listen to them, to check on their safety and mental health. This was the 

beginning of an initiative that continued thru out the rest of the 2020 and 2021 where Avehi team found 

unique ways to stay in touch with the students.  

New challenges and experiences  

Avehi’s “Sangati” program is focused on 5th, 6th and 7th graders in schools. In person teaching had to be 

stopped so the team quickly moved the teaching content to online learning. They covered 615 classes in 

415 schools thru online sessions. Though this helped them move ahead they faced a bigger challenge as 

the students didn’t have mobiles and even if some did, there was no money to get internet. Avehi team 

still could not connect to all the students. By November 2020 Mumbai lockdown was partially lifted and 

the local trains had started functioning. This was timely so that Avehi team started reaching out to Bastis 

(Communities) where the students lived. This engagement immediately showed positive impact on the 

students those were facing a void in their lives and needed help. Avehi reached out to 70 communities 

and contacted over 60,000 students. For Avehi this was a new experience where they risked their own 

health, faced transportation difficulties and so on but they all volunteered and continued visiting 

communities.  

In response to social and health issues that pandemic created in students’ lives the team created 2 more 

workbooks as part of “Sangati” program. Both the workbook sessions and online learning made 

significant impact on students and teachers mental health bringing hope and confidence in their lives in 

the midst of pandemic.  

Interaction with Students, BMC school teachers and Avehi team  

27 students and 6 teachers took turns in expressing their gratitude and feedback towards Avehi program 

and staff. Here are some snippets: 

Students had gathered in community and shared mobile phone to join this meeting. Many of them 

expressed that they liked the stories, games of “Sangati” program and are missing seeing their “Sangati” 

teacher from Avehi team.  

• Pratiksha Kandekar (Student) an 8th grader spoke about “Sangati” and changes she has seen in 

herself. She was in “Sangati” for 5th, 6th and 7th grade. It taught her that change happens from 
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within so one has to know and recognize oneself in order to make a change. She has become a 

confident girl who also organized and hosted a large children’s event at one of the BMC wards 

schools.  

• Riya Sharma (Student) mentioned that stories such as “Two friends”, “Birbal”, “Corona” and the 

games are most enjoyable. She realized transformation in herself by learning the “Sangati” 

workbook chapter on “My body”.  

• Ajay (Student) saw a change in him when he started learning from in person to online. This was 

a turning point giving him confidence in life.  

• Asmita Borkar (Teacher), who has been teaching at BMC schools for 2 decades whole heartedly 

spoke about how she has seen a huge impact and change in her students thru “Sangati”. It 

builds confidence, focuses on moral responsibilities, health and social issues such as inequality, 

gender differences thru stories and games. She has seen students journey from 5th to 7th grade 

as they transform into positive youths.  

• Raibahadur Yadav (Teacher), appreciated Madhavi Jadhav (Avehi team) and explained as he saw 

contextual change in students at the critical age of their school years thru this program. The 

students have become curious and are eager to ask questions with open minds. The ignorance, 

inequality, myths and prejudices are discussed. Students learn what is right and wrong thru the 

storytelling style of teaching of the program. They learn that their voices matter, and they can 

work together against wrongs in the life. On the day of “Sangati” class the students are excited, 

class attendance is high as the program is enriched with learning thru storytelling and games.  

• Jule Lemos (Teacher) appreciated the hard work of Vanita Darade (Avehi team) in the pandemic 

year.  Vanita started reaching out to children, online every week. She reached out to students 

with compassion and won their hearts over. Her class of 35 students never missed their Monday 

online session and learned History, Geography thru the stories that Vanita shared with them.  

• Neelam Patel (Teacher) appreciated Avehi team as she sees that her students are not afraid to 

speak up. Avehi team encouraged children to open up nby asking thought provoking questions. 

In all total 6 teachers provided feedback and shared their rewarding experiences working with the 

students and Avehi team. They humbly requested that the “Sanagti” program should be extended to 8th 

graders too.  

To Madan Appiah’s (Asha Seattle Project Coordinator) question about Exodus from Mumbai in 

pandemic, Avehi team explained; The parents of BMC school students lost their jobs, had no savings, no 

money for food, creating insurmountable stress in the families. It impacted gender relations within 

families. Families left for their villages. Avehi team quickly recognized the risk to girl students. They 

reached out to the girls (migrated) and stayed in constant touch with them, suggested them to write, 

draw and express their difficulties/feelings. The team stayed connected thru WhatsApp and workbooks. 

At times they traveled long distances in rickshaws (in pandemic lockdown) and also walked to 

communities to provide emotional support to the children.  

55,000 children attend “Sangati” classes each year. 90% attend “Sangati” on regular basis. Out of this 

30-40% students have migrated out of Mumbai to their villages. Avehi is doing extra ordinary efforts to 

help the government to provide this data so they can be contacted. So as soon as pandemic is passed 

the children can return to BMC schools with gov help.  
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• Vanita Darade (Avehi team) shared her story about Nishant Rajput, a student at Anand Nagar 

school. Pre-pandemic Nishant was considered as a slow to learn/move student. Parents were 

overprotective of him. Never let him ride a bicycle or let him alone. In pandemic he started 

listening to “Sangati” stories in Vanita’s class. She paid attention to him and built confidence by 

removing the societal and parental pressure off him. In pandemic he transformed 180 degrees 

and in turn gave confidence to his parents, leaned riding a cycle, created a What’s App group to 

teach bicycle to newbies for free. This boy who was protected from growing, cleaned up a 

community playground, planted trees and now have a beautiful garden growing in the place.  

• Madhavi Jadhav (Avehi team) shared the positive impact she saw on families of students. A 

student detested tobacco use by his father and hence explained its health risks. The father 

listened to his son and stopped the habit.  

• Savita Mozar (Avehi team) shared that “Coming of Age” Session brought awareness to the whole 

family of Krisha, his sister and mother. The ripple effects are indirectly resulting in educating 

parents of the students bringing awareness.  

• Mary Pereira (22 years with Avehi) works with Ashram schools in Shimpi Pada in Rural areas 

where the homes have no electricity, no chair neither have any classroom set up. Mary diligently 

reached the rural areas by taking Covid precaution and delivered the workbooks. Each child took 

a workbook and took one for their sibling too. Students would call Mary to confirm that she was 

bringing them the books and did not want to miss this opportunity to meet her.  

• Manisha Jain (31 years with Avehi) contacted and gathered over 1000 children from Dharavi 

Basti of Mumbai and taught them online as well as in person. Sensitive issue such as Child 

Marriages was on rise in this area so she worked with a team of field coordinators to reach out 

to the girl students and their older sisters.  

• Elvina D’souza (Avehi team) was concerned about Mehek, a girl student who had left for her 

village in pandemic. Elvina had her contact info so she connected Mehek with her School 

teacher. Avehi’s collaboration played critical role for BMC schools to get in touch with their 

students.  

• Suvarna Yevale and Madhavi Jadhav (Avehi team) happily shared that BMC school teachers have 

added more 7th grader classrooms to Avehi’s program and have invited “Sangati” program to be 

part of their weekly curriculum, without needing to get a permission letter from the Dept of 

Education, Mumbai.  

A major issue that Avehi was addressing thru their outreach was gender inequality and caste 

discrimination. Child marriages were on the rise in the pandemic as well as child labor went up. Children 

had to work on farms and kilns. So Avehi team made sure that children attended the weekly sessions 

and were engaged. It gave voice to the student, increased their comfort level across all sections of the 

community and felt safe.  

With Covid funds, distributing essentials was a new experience to all. In Janata Nagar there were 150 -

200 food centers where along with food, thermal guns, oximeter and hand sanitizers were distributed.  

As a result of Avehi’s exceptional and challenging efforts and impact the BMC school’s new teachers 

requested Avehi staff to join into their WhatsApp groups. “Sangati” program’s need is grown multiple 

times and the BMC schools are opting in to enroll their classrooms in it as they see phenomenal work 

done by Avehi in pandemic.  
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Avehi’s next steps   

As of June 15th, 300+ BMC schools have “Sangati” program in the classrooms. The program is for 5th, 6th 

and 7th grades.  

Avehi is now working on creating new workbooks and expanding importance of Gender equality, My 

Self, and My Body for “Sangati” program. For the “Saath Saath” program new workbooks have been 

created for Ashram Schools across all ages and all sections of community. Year after year, Avehi team 

has stayed committed to reach out and grow their impact, and surely walked the extra mile in the 

challenging times of pandemic when Mumbai was in lockdown.  

Zoom meeting screen captures. 
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Avehi Abacus shared scanned letters of feedback with translations as needed in English. It is made 

available in Asha projects documentation. Feedback is from  

1. 17 students on Online “Sangati” Program  

2. 23 students on Offline or In Person “Sangati” Program  

3. 38 teachers’ feedback on Avehi team and the program outcome 

 

 

--End of document-- 



Supporting Documents 
 
Online student feedback 2020-21 
https://ashadocserver.s3.amazonaws.com/27_OnlineStudentfeedbackAve
hi2020-21.pdf 
 
Offline Student Feedback 2020-21 
https://ashadocserver.s3.amazonaws.com/27_OfflinestudentsfeedbackAve
hi2020-21.pdf 
 
Teachers Feedback 2020-21 
https://ashadocserver.s3.amazonaws.com/27_TeachersfeedbackAvehi202
0-21.pdf 
 
The zoom recording of the site visit is available in the google drive 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FJPpIXo2b31T3TMr-
Fdu2dPTtJWnI07w 
 


